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Labor Temps Gains Insight Into Its Workforce
Using NOVAanalytics
NOVAtime Technology, Inc. (http://www.novatime.com), a leading provider of
enterprise Time and Attendance / Workforce Management solutions, announced today
that long-time NOVAtime client Labor Temps, a staffing and managed services solution
provider, has implemented NOVAtime’s NOVAanalytics application, which provides
advanced reporting and data visualization capabilities.

“We decided to adopt
NOVAanalytics
because our clients
needed robust
metrics, and the
application provides
just that.”

Known as the “Yes We Can” company, Labor Temps provides a comprehensive array of
staffing solutions to organizations in the Chicago area and has benefitted from
NOVAtime’s workforce management solutions for the last 12 years. With over 1,000
employees across 20 locations, Labor Temps has seen significant savings in terms of time
and money by automating its time and attendance processes and has successfully
adopted new NOVAtime solutions as they are released thanks to the skilled guidance of
Longley Systems, authorized reseller of NOVAtime products in the Chicago area.
Always on the lookout for leading-edge solutions to help their clients better manage
their businesses, Labor Temps was an early adopter of NOVAtime’s recently released
NOVAanalytics application. Harnessing the power of web APIs, the application is a
business intelligence tool that allows non-technical users to transform real-time data
into actionable analytics, including ad hoc reports, interactive data visualizations,
presentations, and personalized dashboards.
“We decided to adopt NOVAanalytics because our clients needed robust metrics, and
the application provides just that.” says Phil McMahon, President of Labor Temps. The
application’s variety of configurable templates, coupled with the powerful Pivot table
and querying capabilities of Excel, provide endless data visualization options.
Labor Temps’ NOVAtime system was installed and is being supported by Longley
Systems. Over more than a decade, Longley Systems has served as an invaluable partner
to Labor Temps, ensuring they have the right solutions to simplify their business
operations. “Longley Systems is AWESOME! They have been instrumental in making
things work,” says Mr. McMahon. NOVAtime is proud to partner with Longley Systems
(http://longleysystems.com/) to provide an elite workforce management solution to
Labor Temps.

For more information on NOVAtime and how NOVAtime can help you streamline your workforce
management needs, please email sales@novatime.net or call 877.486.6682.
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